Photoconductivities in molybdenum disulfide (MoS 2 ) layered nanostructures with two-hexagonal crystalline structure prepared by mechanical exfoliation were investigated. The photoconductor-type MoS 2 nanoflakes exhibit remarkable photoresponse under the above bandgap excitation wavelength of 532 nm at different optical intensity. The photocurrent responsivity and photoconductive gain of nanoflakes can reach, respectively, 30 AW −1 and 103 at the intensity of 50 Wm −2 , which are several orders of magnitude higher than those of their bulk counterparts. The vacuum-enhanced photocurrent and power-independent responsivity/gain indicate a surface-controlled photoconduction mechanism in the MoS 2 nanomaterial.
Background
Molybdenum disulfide (MoS 2 ), a layer semiconductor with an indirect bandgap of 1.2 eV, has been studied most frequently among the big material family of transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) [1] . Distinct from their bulk counterparts, recently, MoS 2 monolayers exhibiting direct-bandgap property and enhanced photoluminescence efficiency due to the quantum confinement effect have been discovered [2, 3] . This finding opens up a brand new research direction for TMD layer semiconductors as the building blocks for optoelectronic applications. Integration of MoS 2 and graphene could also realize the full two-dimensional (2D) material heterostructures [4] , which is an ideal system for the development of next-generation ultrathin, flexible, and transparent light-emitting [5] , lightharvesting [6, 7] , and light-detecting devices [8, 9] .
Taking the advantages of 2D structure and high quantum efficiency [7] , the MoS 2 monolayers and multilayers prepared by mechanical exfoliation and coating techniques have been demonstrated to be an active material for lightdetecting devices [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Among them, most reports investigated the photodetectors based on the configuration of field-effect transistor (FET). The 2D MoS 2 phototransistors exhibit ultrahigh responsivity and rapid response to the light in the visible range. However, fundamental photoconduction (PC) properties in the pristine MoS 2 and its nanostructures were rarely investigated. Here, we report on a comparative study of the photoconductor-type MoS 2 nanoflakes and their bulk counterparts. The photoconduction performance was investigated by quantitatively defining responsivity and photoconductive gain. The mechanism was also discussed by the light intensity-and environmentdependent PC measurements.
Methods
The MoS 2 layer crystals used for this study were grown using the chemical vapor transport (CVT) method using bromine (Br) as the transport agent [17] . The source material powders including molybdenum and sulfur together with the bromine were sealed in a quartz ampoule at a vacuum degree of 2 × 10 −5 Torr. Prior to the CVT growth process, the ampoules were annealed at 1050°C in an oven for 1 month to compound the source materials. The temperatures of the source and crystallization ends were, respectively, controlled at 1050 and 960°C during the CVT growth. The MoS 2 nanoflakes were obtained by exfoliating bulk crystals using dicing tape and were then dispersed on the insulating SiO 2 (300 nm)/n-Si templates with pre-patterned Ti/Au circuits. Two platinum (Pt) metal contacts were subsequently deposited on the selected MoS 2 flakes using focused-ion beam (FIB) technique. The voltage and current of the ion beam for the Pt precursor decomposition were operated at 30 kV and 100 pA, respectively. In addition, silver paste was used for the metal electrode of the millimeter-sized MoS 2 bulks. The crystal quality of MoS 2 was characterized using fieldemission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), Raman spectroscopy, and X-ray diffractometry (XRD). The thicknesses of the MoS 2 flakes were defined by the atomic force microscopy (AFM). Electrical characterization was performed at an ultralow current leakage probe station (LakeShore Cryotronics TTP4). The dc voltage and current were, respectively, sourced and measured by a semiconductor characterization system (Keithley 4200-SCS). A Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of 532 nm was used as an excitation light source for the photoconductivity measurement. An optical diffuser was used to broaden laser beam size (~20 mm 2 ) to uniformly illuminate the conduction channel of the nanoflake and bulk samples for the steady-state photocurrent measurements. The incident laser power was measured by a calibrated power meter (Ophir Nova II) with a silicon photodiode head (Ophir PD300-UV). . The XRD measurement was also used to characterize the structural quality of the MoS 2 layer crystals. Figure 1c depicts an XRD pattern with four diffraction peaks centered at 14.5°, 29.2°, 44.4°, and 60.4°. These peaks are indexed as (002), (004), (006), and (008) diffraction planes, respectively, according to the database (JCPDS #872416). The single one out-ofplane orientation of 〈001〉 (c-axis) further confirms the crystalline quality of the 2H-MoS 2 .
Results and Discussion
In addition, the electric contacts of MoS 2 nanoflake devices were examined by the two-terminal current versus voltage (I-V) measurement. Figure 1d depicts a representative I-V curve for the MoS 2 nanoflake with a thickness of 66 ± 6 nm. The linear I-V relationship indicates a good ohmic contact condition of the photoconductor-type device. The details of ohmic contact fabrication using FIB technique for the TMD layered nanostructures can be found in our earlier publications [19, 20] . The corresponding AFM image of the nanoflake device is also shown in the insets of Fig. 1d .
Photocurrent responses under the excitation of 532 nm wavelength (λ) at a bias of 0.1 V and at different laser powers for a MoS 2 nanoflake (t = 45 nm) were shown in Fig. 2a . For comparison, the photoresponse measurement under the same excitation condition at a bias of 1 V for a bulk crystal (t = 63 μm) was also performed and is shown in Fig. 2b . All the background dark currents were subtracted from the response curves to reveal the photocurrent values. The results show that both the nanoflake and the bulk exhibit clear photoresponse to the different excitation power and the photocurrent increases with an increase of power.
The difference in photocurrent level between the nanoflake and bulk can be observed by the plot of photocurrent (i p ) versus intensity (I), Fig. 3a . From the result, it is noticed that the overall photocurrent of the bulk is approximately one to two orders of magnitude higher than that of the nanostructure. In addition, the photocurrent value is linearly dependent on the intensity, i.e., i p ∝ I, for the nanoflake. The intensity-dependent behavior is different from the bulk. The photocurrent is less sensitive to the increase in light intensity, and their relationship follows a power law of i p ∝ I β , where β = 0.56, for the bulk.
Photoconduction is a two-step process that consists of light absorption and carrier collection. Photocurrent value depends on the extrinsic properties of device such as applied bias and electrode inter-distance and the intrinsic properties of material such as carrier mobility and lifetime. To understand the performance of the MoS 2 photoconductors and their underneath mechanism, two critical parameters including photocurrent responsivity and photoconductive gain were investigated.
The responsivity (R) value is a measure of photocurrent generation efficiency of a photodetector and is defined as the photocurrent generated by the power of light incident on an effective area of a photoconductor (P). Therefore, responsivity is written as
where P = IA = Iwl, where A is the projected area of the photoconductor (A = wl), w is the width, and l is the length of the photoconductor [21] . Figure 3b ) [24] nanosheets. On the other hand, three-terminal phototransistors of 2D materials usually exhibit better detector performance due to the field effect. However, if compared to these phototransistors, the responsivity values of the MoS 2 nanoflake are still higher than those of the graphene (R = 0.0005 − 0.0061 AW ) [8, 9, 28] hybrid phototransistors. It is interesting that the nanostructure has lower photocurrent but exhibits higher photocurrent generation efficiency (i.e., responsivity) compared to the bulk. According to the definition of responsivity, the measured photocurrent is divided by the projected area. Though photocurrent of the bulk is two orders of magnitude higher than that of the nanoflake, the projected area of the bulk crystal (A = 1.1 × 2.5 mm 2 ) is six orders of magnitude larger than that of the nanoflake (A = 1.2 × 2.2 μm 2 ). The analysis mathematically explains that the nanoflake device produces less photocurrent but exhibits higher generation efficiency. However, to further understand the physical origins of the superior photodetector performance in the MoS 2 2D structures, photoconductive gain was investigated. Gain (Γ) value conceptually means the circulating number of carrier transport through a photoconductor per unit time before recombination. Therefore, gain is defined as the ratio of carrier lifetime (τ) to transit time (τ t ) between two electrodes and is written as
where μ is the mobility [21, 29] . Because gain has a linear relationship with responsivity and photocurrent, the gain value can be estimated according to the equation
where E is the photon energy, e is the elementary charge, and η is the quantum efficiency [29] .
To simplifying the calculation, the reflection loss was neglected and thus the quantum efficiency can be expressed as η = 1 − e −αt , where α is the optical absorption coefficient and t is the sample thickness. According to the literatures, the α value of the MoS 2 is approximately 3.5 × 10 5 cm −1 for the absorption wavelength near 532 nm (2.33 eV) [30] . The calculated η values are 79 and 100 % for the nanoflake (t = 45 nm) and the bulk (t = 63 μm), respectively.
The calculated gain as a function of intensity is shown in Fig. 3c . The result indicates the gain values (Γ = 66 − 103) of the nanoflake is over three orders of magnitude higher than those (Γ = 0.0026 − 0.019) of the bulk. In addition, the gain values have been investigated rarely for the photoconductor-type 2D materials compared to other nanomaterial systems, but these values are higher than those of ZnS nanobelts (Γ~0.5) [31] , ZnSe nanobelts (Γ~0.4) [32] , ZnO nanospheres (Γ~5) [33] , and Nb 2 O 5 nanobelts (Γ~6) [34] and are lower than the optimal reported values for the ZnO nanowire (Γ~2 × 10 Photoconductive gain has a physical meaning of the excess carrier collection efficiency in a photodetector. According to Eq. (2), gain value depends on electrode interspace and applied bias. In this study, the ratio of and a higher probability of carrier collection, which is the dominant factor for highgain transport in the MoS 2 nanoflakes. In addition to the artificial factors of l and V, gain value could also depend on the τμ product which is an intrinsic quantity of a photoconductor. Figure 4a , b illustrates the power-dependent photoresponse curves at the excitation of λ = 532 nm measured in atmospheric and vacuum ambiences for the MoS 2 nanoflake (t = 45 nm, V = 0.1 V) and the bulk crystal (t = 63 μm, V = 1 V). The result shows that the photocurrent of the nanoflake can be remarkably enhanced by changing the ambience from air to vacuum. The enhancement of photocurrent in the bulk is relatively less. The ambience-dependent behavior implies a surface-controlled photoconductivity and is similar to the oxygen-sensitized photoconduction (OSPC) mechanism which has been frequently observed in the metal oxide semiconductors [35, 38] .
According to the model, carrier lifetime is determined by oxygen (and water molecule) [39, 40] adsorption rate on the material surface. The carrier lifetime can be prolonged in vacuum because of the lower recombination rate induced by the lower oxygen adsorption rate. The prolonged lifetime increases the photocurrent in vacuum.
Because the bulk crystal has smaller surface-to-volume ratio, the photocurrent can be generated by both core (ambience-independent) and surface (ambience-sensitive) regions. This statement explains the MoS 2 bulk with less enhancement of photocurrent in vacuum.
The aforementioned statement can be further supported by the time-resolved photoresponse measurement. Figure 4c , d depicts the photocurrent rise curves at the excitation power of 40 mW measured in air and vacuum ambiences for the nanoflake and bulk. From  Fig. 4d , we can notice that the bulk exhibits a two-stage current rise behavior either in air or in vacuum. A slow current rise (with a photocurrent of 2.0 μA and a rise time of 2.7 s) superposes a relatively fast current response (with a photocurrent of 6.8 μA and a rise time less than 0.3 s) in air. The photocurrent and rise time can be both enhanced to 5.5 μA and 16 s, respectively, when changing the ambience to vacuum. However, the photocurrent section of fast response remains constant and is independent on the environment. The result implies that the fast photoresponse originates from the core bulk region, which is different from the slower one. The slow and environment-sensitive properties are consistent with the description of the OSPC mechanism. The ratio of the OSPC photocurrent in air to that in vacuum is approximately 1:3 for the MoS 2 bulk. The current enhancement ratio is also consistent with that of the nanoflake shown in Fig. 4c . The fast photoresponse was not observed in the MoS 2 nanoflake, indicating a single surface-dominant photoconduction property.
According to the OSPC mechanism, excess electron lifetime should remain constant because the recombination rate is determined by the oxygen adsorption rate. The constant lifetime is somewhat similar to the hole-trapping mechanism before the trap states are filled [41, 42] . This statement can explain that the responsivity or gain value is independent on the excitation intensity (i.e., R or Γ ∝ τ = const.) and the photocurrent is linearly proportional to the intensity (i.e., i p ∝ I) as observed in Fig. 3 . In addition, the bulk exhibits different intensity dependences of photocurrent and responsivity or gain (i p ∝ I β , and R or Γ ∝ I β−1 , where β = 0.56). The power law dependence is consistent with the bimolecular recombination mechanism in the intrinsic semiconductor in which the β value is 0.5 theoretically [41, 43] . The β value of the bulk slightly higher than the theoretical one is probably due to the partial contribution of surface PC mechanism.
Conclusions
Photoconduction performances and mechanisms in the photoconductor-type MoS 2 nanostructures and bulks were investigated and compared. The responsivity and gain values of the MoS2 nanoflakes are higher than those of the bulk counterparts for several orders of magnitude. An environment-sensitive photoresponse behavior implies the surface-dominant OSPC mechanism in MoS 2 2D structures. Further investigations on the intrinsic photoconduction properties such as normalized gain [44] and mobility in the pristine MoS 2 nanoflakes are still required and will be elaborated elsewhere.
